Legend 10

TM

CAD Data Migration Solution

Data migration customers require a streamlined process
that will increase efficiency with minimal risk. Our years of
experience working with CAD migration led to the
development of Birlasoft Legend 10TM a multi-CAD bulk
loading utility optimized for PTC® Windchill®. Legend 10
moves only validated data into the target system, providing
greater predictability and control in a migration.

Up to 100k CAD objects per day
MCAD Supported by WGM
Choose the amount of data to be migrated
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How does it work?
Legend 10 prepares
content metadata,
relationships and
configurations for staging.

Featured Benefits

Interim location for
storing and preparing
data.

Collector

Determines data
cleanliness and develops
reports to support
cleansing.

Profiler
Read
Analyze
Report

Data Quality- Validate your data
quality prior to migration with
cleansing and error reporting.
Performance - Load data with
distributed clients up to 1OOk
CAD objects per day.

Staging Database

Supports the correction
of most prevalent data
cleanliness issues prior
to migration.

Independent
validation tool
ensuring accuracy of
loaded content.

Distributed loading for
optimal performance
with best in class
integration.

Resolver

Validator

Loader

Accuracy- Leverage your existing
Windchill integrations during
data load to ensure post
migration quality.
Validation - Ensure CAD data
migration usability with Legend
10 reporting tools.

Data Cleansing

Data History Options
Full History - All iterations of every occurrence of data
Latest Released - Latest release of each revision and latest work-in-process
Latest Only - Latest released and latest work-in-process
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Enterprise to the Power of Digital

TM

Birlasoft combines the power of domain, enterprise and digital technologies to reimagine business processes for
customers and their ecosystem. Its consultative and design thinking approach makes societies more productive by
helping customers run businesses. As part of the multibillion diversified CK Birla Group, Birlasoft with its 10,000
engineers, is committed to continuing our 150 year heritage of building sustainable communities.
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